TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
... And there we were, back at it again.
"Let's reconstruct the crime from the moment they heard our
car draw up. First they thought we were Belmont—"
"I didn't like Belmont," sighed Orlando, "nor her rabble
crew."
"Her hired assassins."
" They got drinks.   They're having them now."
"They're not. The drinks were just a blind. By now they'll
be dragging it downstairs and driving it to the old limekiln,"
"The coast, my sweet."
"The limekiln."
"The coast is much easier."
"I favour the hearthstone. Safer in the end, and Felicia's not
the sort who would mind having it there."
"But let's go back: One of them looked out of the window,
and to their horror it was us, not the others. Quick!—What were
they to do ? Lionel ,was the least dishevelled . . ."
"Lionel always is."
"So they sent him down to keep us—"
"No, there was a moment of indecision first. What about
letting us ring and ring and not answering 2 Then one of them
said: 'That might look queer afterwards at the inquest'/'
"Heaven knows they were queer enough once we were let in.
You can't know how queer, considering it was the Maidatids."
And I tried to convey some idea of their normal hospitality, their
spontaneous overflowing gift of enthusiasm for their friends which
might have seemed exaggerated had one not known it to be
absolutely genuine. "I'm never so appreciated anywhere as by
Lionel and Sylvia—No, certainly not by either of you; you're
dully compared with them—usually."
"Yes, usually, that's the whole point."
But now I had begun, I coulcf not stop: "And as for bounty,
they usually spread a sort of Royal feast, a land overflowing with
milk and .honey—"
"It's not die lack of milk and honey that I've been complaining
about," Orlando patiendy explained. "Not that I did complain,
didle Dtfle"
"No, sweet. Your restraint was admirable, and you shall put
your nose in die trough direcdy we get to Norwich."
I went on plugging the usual-Maitlands: "Usually the only
trouble is to get away from them."
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